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Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) processes
and tools can help overcome these challenges.
This eBook details some leading practices
for PLM in Quick Serve Restaurants.
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Quick Serve Restaurants (QSR) make up a $191 billion
industry that operates almost 150,000 locations in the
United States alone. The industry has realized an annual
growth rate of 1.6% since the depths of the recession in
2009 and is expected to grow even faster over the next
couple of years as the global economy improves. To meet
these projections, several challenges must be overcome,
including rapidly changing consumer tastes, increasing
competition, and struggling economies worldwide.
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QSR operators face several key challenges as they
pursue their share of this improving economy.

Evolving consumer tastes – As consumers
begin to pay more attention to calories, fat,
and sodium in their diets, QSRs
must grow beyond their traditional
“fast and greasy” menu items.
Margin pressure – Food and operating
costs are rising, yet consumer spending
continues to be flat, giving QSRs limited
pricing power. This will force QSRs to find
a way of offering high quality, nutritious
menu items in a cost efficient manner.

Increased regulatory and compliance
requirements – QSR operators must function
under a variety of local, state, and increasingly
federal regulations that govern food safety,
labeling, claims, restaurant conditions, and
employee protection. The Food Safety
Modernization Act (FSMA) ushered in a new
level of federal involvement in 2011. This
was followed by the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA) that requires chains
with 20 or more locations to display calories on
menu boards. Additional regulations apply in
specific regions, for example - trans-fat bans in
cities such as New York and San Francisco.
Increasing customer and stakeholder
expectations – Customers and regulators have
increasingly high expectations for food quality
and safety. While the term “junk food” might
still be common with the public, QSRs are
being held accountable to higher standards for
food safety and quality, and must hold their
suppliers to similar standards.
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Expansion barriers – The domestic QSR
market is mature, and most attractive
locations are nearing saturation. International
markets represent an attractive opportunity to
expand, but cultural, logistical, and regulatory
barriers all represent significant barriers.
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Challenges
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To meet these challenges, QSRs must introduce
new products to market ahead of the competition
while preserving food safety and quality.

In this environment, a QSR’s product
innovation strategy is extremely important.
While strategies may differ across operators,
most QSRs are now experimenting with one
or more of the following trends as part of
their new product development efforts.

•
•

•

•

Many established operators are diversifying
their menus, seeking new ways of broadening
their customer base and increasing revenues.
A number of niche chains that focus on offering
high quality, fresh foods in very limited segments
(e.g., upscale burgers) are challenging the
major operators in previously safe markets.
Most operators have been forced to respond to
increasing customer demand for foods that meet
such standards as organic, natural, non-GMO,
etc. This is complicated because standards are still
emerging and often lack a common definition.
Consumers are demanding more customization
of menu items, which complicates restaurant
operations and potentially slows service times.
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Given the limited ability to expand store
locations due to market saturation, operators
must find new ways to grab their customers’
attention (and share of wallet). From new
product offerings to digital menu boards,
QSRs have never been more active in
their pursuit of customer mindshare.
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Trends
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Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) is comprised of standard
processes and enterprise information systems that enable and integrate
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What is PLM?
product development capabilities. QSRs with leading PLM capabilities
are able to tightly integrate the management of product data (e.g.,
specifications) with the overall product development process.
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Authoring Tools
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Answers to
QSR Challenges
PLM systems can centralize and standardize
maintenance of product specifications, assure
product traceability and compliance, enable
better management of the supply chain,
and create new efficiencies in the product
development process. For the QSR operator,
these capabilities directly address several
current business challenges.

In today’s complicated consumer and
regulatory environment, PLM systems are key
to accurately linking product specifications to
their associated nutritional and compliance
data. With auditable workflows and approvals,
QSRs can reliably generate accurate product
data and confidently share this data with
customers and regulators alike.
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PLM

propagated to every menu item that includes
that material. In the case of a food safety
incident or recall, “where used” searches can
quickly pinpoint items that are affected by a
problem with a specific material or supplier.

Modern PLM systems offer the ability to create
a product data record (PDR) that provides
a full description of each menu item that
the QSR sells, as well as the raw materials
and packaging that make up that menu
item. Nutrition and compliance (allergens,
sensitivities, etc.) can be rolled up from the
lowest ingredient all the way to the final menu
item. With PLM, changes to the nutrition
information for one raw material can be
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Product Traceability
and Compliance
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QSRs operate under the same stringent
requirements of food safety and auditability
as other food manufacturers, with the
added challenges of customers buying and
consuming the food right in their facility.
PLM supports these unique requirements by
providing closed-loop quality management
capabilities for tracking supplier and facility
audits as well as store operator and customer

PLM systems can help QSRs ensure that quality
incidents and corrective actions are linked to
the proper version of the product specification,
providing early insight into any quality issues
driven by a new product introduction.
Additionally, PLM systems offer the capability of
tracking trends associated with supplier quality,
often down to the facility or store location
level. Such details are important to identifying
the cause of any incidents as well as the
corrective actions to resolve them.
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Supplier Quality
Management

complaints, then initiating corrective actions
to address any issues that are discovered.
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First, PLM provides a single source of truth
for the product data record. This prevents
the inefficiencies that often accompany
multiple competing product records being
maintained by separate functions.
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Increasing competitive pressures as well as
changing consumer tastes are driving the
need for QSRs to innovate faster and more
effectively. Product development projects
represent significant commitments of time
and resources that QSRs can’t afford to waste.
PLM systems can help in several ways.

Third, many PLM systems now include a project
management module to standardize and
streamline the management of new product
development projects. These modules provide
visibility into the key activities of a project,
highlighting schedule conflicts and providing
early visibility into problems. They also capture
key metrics to enable QSR managers to make
timely go / no-go decisions as projects pass
through product development gate reviews.
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Efficient Product
Development

Second, leading PLM systems include
workflow engines that help ensure the
company’s business processes are followed
and appropriate functions included. While
workflow cannot entirely prevent common
mistakes such as introducing a product
to market before the specification is
approved, it can certainly reduce the risk.
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QSRs face a number of challenges to their growth and customer
satisfaction goals, and many companies are turning to PLM
processes and solutions to overcome them. By serving as
the “single source of truth” for product data, these systems
support key strategic imperatives, including brand trust and
faster, more effective development of new offerings.
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Wrap-up
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Kalypso is a global innovation consulting firm. We work with organizations
to deliver better results from innovation. For more information, visit kalypso.com.
Follow Kalypso on Twitter @KalypsoLP and on Facebook at Facebook.com/KalypsoLP.
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Kalypso stands ready to help QSRs with their PLM journeys. Our PLM-related
services range from initial capabilities assessments, to business case development,
implementation, advanced analytics, and post-go-live health checks. Our teams bring
industry expertise, a business results focus, and industry leading implementation
skills. For more information, please contact trey.allen@kalypso.com.
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Trey Allen is a partner at Kalypso and leads the firm’s food service practice.
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